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ABSTRACT. We studied the topology of generation of 91 sunspot groups on the photosphere level in the beginning
of the 23rd cycle of solar activity (1997-1999) and its connection to the solar background field structure. The study
of distribution of sunspot groups at the solar surface in relation to wide scale background field structure provided
us with one more proof of their non-Poisson distribution, which leads us to the idea that generation of active regions
on the Sun’s surface is not an accidental and rare event. The sunspot generated at the edge of active regions caused
serious changes in their structures. During the 23rd cycle of solar activity the activity cycle moved from the
southern to northern hemisphere. © 2010 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Research into solar activity is one of the most
important problems of astrophysics. It is known that
changes of the solar activity level affect many different
processes occurring in the Earth’s atmosphere, causing
ionosphere disturbances, geomagnetic storms, Aurora
Polaris, disturbances of radio communication conditions
and other events. The influence of solar activity spreads
to lower layers of the Earth’s atmosphere – stratosphere,
and even to troposphere layers, where the Earth’s
weather and climate are formed. These changes are
among the most complex causes initiating the fluctuation
of climate conditions on Earth. In order to predict
conditions in different layers of the Earth’s atmosphere
and interplanetary space, it is necessary, first of all, to
provide a forecast of solar activity events that form these
conditions. In this sense, forecasting of the characte-
ristics of solar activity level change is a very interesting
problem for Sun and Earth physicists, as well as for all
researchers investigating Sun-Earth problems.

Forecasting the development of the characteristics of
any event should naturally be based on a common theory
explaining all main laws of variations of this event.
Unfortunately, no theory is available on the origin and
development of solar activity, its cyclicity and causing
mechanisms. Therefore, currently forecasting of solar activity
can only be done purely by empirical-statistical methods
based on large uniform sequences of observations of
different solar structures (mainly relative sunspot numbers).

Solar activity forecast tasks are divided into three
groups, depending on the task: short-term - of the order
of a few days (but less than the period of one solar
rotation); long-term – all predictions within a given solar
cycle (monthly and quarterly forecasts are called middle-
term forecasts, for one to several years – long-term
forecasts); super long-term – for a subsequent 11-year
cycle or several cycles [1].

Active events on the Sun are observed in limited
areas called Activity Centers. In the active regions
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sunspots play an important role. It is easier to observe
them rather than the rest of solar atmospheric structures;
they are also characterized by strong magnetic fields,
though they hold just a portion of the magnetic field of
the whole active region.

Obviously, a newly formed active region and, most
of all, a group of sunspots, will affect the structure of
the background fields.

In this paper we study the connection between
sunspot characteristics and distances from boundaries
of background field structures based on direct compa-
rison of daily maps of magnetic fields observed in Kitt
Peak National Observatory and Mount Wilson Observa-
tory, also with H-α images and photo-heliograms [2].

For some of the solar activity cycles many authors
studied distribution of the active regions at the
chromospheric level in relation to the boundaries of large
background fields [3-9]. In this work we tried to study
the link between sunspot position and background
magnetic field structures, i.e. to conduct research to the
active regions at the photospheric level.

During 1997-99 newborn active regions were selected
which appeared on the solar disc not farther than ±60º
from the central meridian. Examination of the materials
for three years of solar activity of the 23rd cycle allowed
us to identify the following two classes of events: class
I – an active region was born far from the boundaries of
background field structures (>5º), so that the emerging
magnetic field does not touch the boundaries of
background field structures; class II active region was
born close or at the boundaries of the background field
(≤5º) (Fig. 1).

Methods and discussion of results. For every
sunspot born on the solar disc the following values were
defined:

1. Sunspot class (in the sense of the classes defined
above);

2. Area in one millionth part of the solar half-disc,
on the second day of sunspot existence, S(2);

3. Sunspot maximum area during its movement
through the solar disc, S(M);

4. Polarity sign (+/-) of the background field in the
place of the active region (further named AR) formation,
a day before its birth. The hemisphere in which the
sunspots were formed;

5. Distance in degrees from the center of a formed
AR to the nearest border of a background field;

6. Presence (or absence) of variations of the
background field border which is nearest to AR;

7. Presence (or absence) of an old flocculus in the
place of the AR formation.

We studied 91 active regions that were formed on
the solar disc within ±600 from the central meridian.

During the studied years (1997-1999) 52.7% of the
active regions were formed in the Southern hemisphere,
while the rest in the Northern hemisphere.

From Table 1 it is seen that for the sunspots which
are formed far from the background field border of the
23rd solar activity cycle, the number of AR in the northern
hemisphere is less than in the southern hemisphere;
whereas for class II (i.e., for those AR-s formed near the
background field borders) at the beginning of the 23rd
activity cycle, much more sunspots were formed in the
north than in the south. However, this picture changed
to its opposite beginning from 1999.

All studied class I sunspots form without changing
the background field borders, whereas the formation of
nearly all class II active regions is followed by changes
of the background field structure. At the same time, the
lifetime is longer than 1-2 rotations, as well one often
observes the presence of an old flocculus  in the place

Fig. 1. Class I – an active region was born far from the boundaries of background field structures (>5º). Class II - active region was
born close or at the boundaries of the background field (≤5º)

Class I Class II
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of formation of the active region (more precisely – in
53% of cases).

Investigations of the magnetic field polarity has
revealed that at the beginning of the 23rd cycle AR is
mainly formed in the “+” background field (63%), first
comes out the “-” field, and then emerges “+” field, if in
the “-” background field AR comes out, then first forms
”+” field, and after “-” field can come out, i.e. the AR
can become bipolar or remain unipolar.

It should also be mentioned that the ARs observed
by us on the solar disc are mainly formed near the solar
disc center.

Poisson distribution. In this study we aimed to find
out what is the probability of active regions formation
on the solar disc through a Δt time period, i.e. what is
the distribution function of the random process of active
regions birth, according to the Poisson distribution law
for the case of rare events.

Let us represent Poisson distribution [10] as

Pk=λke–λ/k!, (1)

where λ is an average number of AR formation during Δt
time interval, k=1,2,3,..., Δt=30 days. According to
observational data, there were n=36 intervals in total. In
Poisson distribution (1) λ=N/n, where N is the number
of active regions N=9, n=36 – number of intervals. λ=2.5,
then P(k) = 2.5ke-2.5/k!, k=1,2,3,... Using the Bol’shev

Chart [11], we found probabilities Pi for each ki and
built up a theoretical curve between xi=ki and Pi. We
also discovered and observed the frequency of the event
appearance, i.e. νk=xi /n, where n=36, (Δt is the number
of intervals), xi is the  number of intervals with a similar
number of AR formation.

Based on the obtained data we built up dependence
curves of the accidental values (xi=ki) and νk (Fig. 2).

From Fig. 2 it is obvious that the dependence
between xi and ν k does not agree with Poisson
distribution. In order to test the following hypothesis –
does the considered accidental value follow the
distribution law or not – it was estimated by the criteria
of χ2. The critical value of χ2 for the given level at
α=0.05%.

The distribution of χ2 depends on the freedom level
r = k-1, where k  is the number of discharges (k=13),

2 2( ) /i i in np npχ = Σ − , (i=1,2,3..k) k=1,2,3…13, (2)
(Pustil’nik, et al. 1968, Bol’shev, 1983), ni is the number
of Δt interval choices, then 1,ipΣ =  in NΣ =
(i=1,2,…k).

Considering that χ2 is the measure of the deviation
from the genuine distribution from the hypothetical one,
the above hypothesis should be rejected if the value
calculated according to a definite choice (2) exceeds some
defined critical value. This critical value of χ2 for the
given level at α=0.05%, m=k-1=14-1=13, the level of
freedom 2 2

(13;0.05%).αχ χ= ≈ 34.821 and 2
obsχ ≈ 407.1,

i.e. 2
( 0)obsχ  >> 2

(13;0.05%)χ .
Therefore, we can conclude that the hypothesis that

the probability of AR formation is not distributed
according to the Poisson law is true. This result reflects
the fact that ARs are not random and “rare” events on
the Sun.

Conclusions.
1. Active regions which are formed at the boundary

of the background field induce variations of the structure
of background field.

2. For rising slope of the 23rd solar activity cycle
one can observe activity shift from the southern to the
northern hemisphere.

3. Formation of Active Regions is not distributed
according to Poisson law.
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Table

Distribution of active regions area in the Southern and
Northern hemispheres (1997-1999)

 Class I Class II Sum 

South 21 27 48 

North 12 31 43 

Total 33 58 91 

Fig. 2. Poisson distribution and observed frequencies.
– theoretical curve of probability between xi=ki.
– the observed frequency of the event appearance.
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areebis warmoqmna da maTi mzis zedapirze ganawilebis
kanonzomiereba
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naSromSi Seswavlilia mzis aqtivobis 23-e ciklis dasawyisSi (1997-99ww.) fotosferos doneze
91 laqaTa jgufis warmoSobis topologia da misi kavSiri fonuri magnituri velis struqturasTan.
mzis laqaTa jgufis ganawilebis Seswavlam msxvilmasStaburi fonuri velis struqturul
cvlilebasTan mimarTebaSi daadastura, rom maTi ganawileba ar warmoadgens puasonis ganawilebas,
rac niSnavs, rom aqtiuri areebis warmoqmna mzis zedapirze ar aris SemTxveviTi da iSviaTi  movlena,
amasTan fonuri velis sazRvrebTan warmoSobili laqebi iwvevs maTi struqturuli sazRvrebis
mniSvnelovan cvlilebas.

 23-e ciklSi aqtivobis cikli daiwyo samxreT naxevarsferoSi da gavrcelda CrdiloeT
naxevarsferoSi.
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